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One punch man vs goku who is stronger

Goku from Dragon Ball and Saitama from One Punch Man are two of the strongest and most powerful characters in anime. Goku is Saiyan, who gives him otherworldly foreign forces, allowing him to max out his power and then continue training to max out on another level again. Saitama is more down to earth having gained his immense strength through
pure physical preparation, bringing to a level of strength that is unmatched by anyone else in Punch Man One, not that any of them would know it. But how would they fare to fight each other? Here are five reasons Saitama would definitely win the fight against Goku and five reasons Goku would win. 10 Saitama: Good timing Saitama rarely comes out looking
for a fight. Usually it's just about your day-to-day work, and a monster comes to it. When Garou tries to move him while he's shopping, he literally throws him in the garbage bin with a backhand, thinking he's a robber. Saitama is great at making these kinds of situations work for him in battle. If he and Goku don't meet on the traditional battlefield, then Saitama
definitely has a leg-up in battle. 9 Goku: Dragon Balls Goku has often been the recipient of wishes for collected Dragon Balls, and wishes are often used to bring someone back to life. When he's not the one collecting them, it's usually because he's dead and needs to be used to bring him back to life. But having them on his side helps Goku a lot. He could
potentially wish enough energy to beat Saitama, or because Goku believes in fairness and hard work to an incredible degree, at least he wishes for a coach who can teach him the right skills to beat Saitama. 8 Saitama: He has it for saitama fun is a hero for fun, which means he really has no strong moral compass or reasons for being a hero. He's not a bad
guy; He just isn't particularly out to save the world or anything. He just wants to get well. Fighting Goku would probably qualify as a good time. For Saitam it would be hard to beat him, and that means he is exactly the type of opponent that Saitama is looking for. For the first time, Saitama could go all out in a fight that no one ever really got to see. It seems
Goku would have had a tough time against that. 7 Goku: Not giving up Goku does not really have the ability to give up battle. It's not in his nature. That means even if he loses the battle, he'll eventually come back even stronger to win it. Goku literally died in battle and yet returned in the face of the opponent who killed him. He finds new people to train with
(sometimes old enemies) and just keep getting stronger until he is able to take his opponent. Saitama would admire this level of determination, but it could also mean that Goku could beat him. 6 Saitama: Fixing Saitama is the whole is based on the fact that he wanted to be a hero, so he worked really, really hard to do it. And now that he is a hero, he wants
to find challenges that meet his skill level. Goku is probably there when it comes to the opponent who would give Saitama a run for his money. But that just means Saitama will fight even harder, especially if he is to fight a real battle, instead of ending it with just one punch. 5 Goku: Can fly Saitama has a lot of skills available, but almost all of them are about
super power and speed. It's easy for him to overwhelm someone in battle, and on the rare occasions that his opponent can land a blow, survive to get his own punch inches Goku has the same skill and ability with the added ability to be able to fly. It would certainly change the landscape of the battle between these two incredibly powerful figures in favor of
Goku. 4 Saitama: Hit his Max Saitama trains incredibly hard. One of the jokes of the series is that he trained so hard and became so strong that his hair fell out; nor does he smouch his head to be so smooth and shiny. His training was so successful that he has potentially hit his maximum performance, and viewers of the series have seen him in just one
altercation in which he could not beat his opponent in one shot. After that fight, he was back at it with one punch, which shows that he can easily stay on that upper limit. 3 Goku: Super Saiyan Goku trains constantly, making it able to constantly make it stronger. But he is also able to access different levels of power through going Super Saiyan; may not
always work at full power. This allows him to save energy when the battle is still really hard. When other people start getting tired and slow down, Goku can suddenly ramp up again by going to the next level of Super Saiyan. 2 Saitama: One Punch It's hard to discuss how powerful Saitama is without discussing the quality that gives the title of the series: the
fact that he can defeat the enemy in one punch. In the series, he went up against countless monsters, having wiped the floor with other heroes and was able to beat them without breaking a sweat. No matter how hard Goku trains, he has never been able to reach it. And it would be hard enough for Goku to get out if Saitama could beat him with one shot. 1
Goku: Trains Harder Saitama has a pretty tough training schedule that includes tons of push-ups, squats, squats, and running. But Goku trains even harder. He often just leaves the planet to go find someone to teach him, sometimes even people who have beaten him in battle before. Goku's attitude that he can always get stronger is pretty hard to beat,
especially when his opponent is Saitama, who doesn't really need to get stronger. Next: Dragon Ball Anime's 10 Most Abused Characters, ranked Next by Naruto: 5 Ways Madara Was Right to Betray the Leaf (&amp;5 He Wasn't) Related Topics about author Liz Adler (403 articles Published) More from Liz Adler There are two names repeatedly brought up
when discussing the most powerful anime characters. The first is Goku from the classic series Dragon Ball. The second is Saitama from the very popular One-Punch Man. Both leads are known for their immense power and for defeating the strongest villains in each of their universes. The very question: Who is stronger: Saitama or Goku? begins inevitably
fans of the war in comments and threads. It seems that fans of the latter tend to ignore the fact that Saitama is an overwhelmed hero in general. He's not only powerful, he's stronger indefinitely than any other hero. Let's break down these two glaring differences between them and explain why Saitama is stronger than Goku. Continue scrolling to continue
reading Click the button below to start this article in Quick View. Start now Saitama is a B-class hero and just an ordinary old man. He experiences everything the average person does and ages with time. In addition, it has no special abilities, such as regenerative or magical forces. Goku, meanwhile, comes from an alien fighter race with superpowers, can
fly, use ki blasts and increase his strength through his Super Saiyan form. Saiyans age slowly compared to people like Vegeta mentioned in season 9 of Dragon Ball, which is a huge advantage. Despite this massive gap between their basic DNA structure, Saitama displays as much force as ordinary Saiyan without any effort. At a time when he has
developed little more than his regular strength, it is clear that his strength is comparable to the level of Super Saiyan. Viewers can only imagine how powerful Saitama could get if he goes beyond his normal and serious punches. Training Goku trains in martial arts in many different environments. He even went to other planets to improve his abilities and
endurance. There is even a specific episode where a gravitational machine is used to train below 100 times gravity and has reached 10,000 situps. Since he also likes to fight, he regularly spars with his friends and children. Not only will he improve his techniques in combat, but also his power levels. Saitama, on the other hand, has only mentioned sticking to
his daily work from 100 push-ups, situps, squats and a 10km run. From what has transpired in anime, it seems as if there is no need to improve or change. If tougher training has increased Goku's power, it should also apply to Saitam. He achieved his status quo by relying only on traditional methods. It is reasonable to assume that if Saitama trained in
exactly the same way Goku did, he would have been much stronger than Goku. Conclusion Although both protagonists are powerhouses, it is clear that glaring differences from each other. One is a battle-hungry alien being, while the other is a convenience store part-timer has become a hero. The fact that they may even be compared to the same level at all
shows Saitama has an advantage in this battle for power. He exhibits the same power effortlessly, and yet he has more and more room for growth. At this point, he never needed to use his full strength, while Goku often needs to reach his limits. Overall, Saitama will win this contest. Of course, Goku will always be one of the great, but the evidence of its
limitations is clear. There is no greater weapon than the infinite possibility of growth, and Saitama's potential seems even greater. Read More: Impressive One Punch Man Live-Action Short Brings Saitama and Genos to Life Boruto Anime Can Solve Manga Ten Tails Mystery Related Topics CBR Exclusives Anime News One-Punch Man Dragon Ball Feature
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